Parts leaf diagram kids

A leaf is a plant organ that is flat, thin and usually green in color. It is mostly found above the
ground and remains attached to the stem. Collectively, green leaves are called foliage. A typical
leaf shows three main parts: 1 petiole , 2 leaf base , and 3 leaf blade or lamina , each performing
specific functions. It is the stalk that connects a leaf to the stem of the plant, it is made of
complex conducting tissues called vascular tissues. It is the thin, flat part of the leaf that is
typically green in color. Petiole, leaf base, lamina, leaf apex, and leaf margin are the external
parts of a leaf. Stomata , guard cells , epidermal cells, mesophyll cells, and vascular bundles
xylem, phloem, veins are the internal parts of a leaf. The gas exchange which involves the
absorption of carbon dioxide and release of oxygen occurs through tiny pores present in the
leaves called stomata. Leaves that are attached directly to the stem without the petioles are
called sessile leaves. Saffron and Achyranthus plants have sessile leaves. Article was last
reviewed on Friday, July 3, Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole
or in part without permission is prohibited. What are the Different Parts of a Leaf A typical leaf
shows three main parts: 1 petiole , 2 leaf base , and 3 leaf blade or lamina , each performing
specific functions. Parts of a Leaf Diagram. Functions Providing support to the leaf and keeps it
erect Transporting water and nutrients absorbed by the roots to the leaves Transporting
photosynthetic products from the leaves to the rest of the plant. It is the lowermost part of a
leaf, which is closest to the petiole. Functions Helping in the attachment of the leaf to the stem It
protects the young axillary bud. Functions Helping plants to prepare their food using raw
materials like water, carbon dioxide, and minerals through photosynthesis Performing
evaporation from the aerial parts of a plant by a process known as transpiration Veins and
venues help in transporting water and nutrients throughout the leaf. What are the external parts
of a plant leaf? What are the internal parts of a leaf? What part of a leaf helps in gas exchange?
What is a sessile leaf? Related articles Prokaryotes vs. Eukaryotic Cell. Prokaryotic Cell. Leave
a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Related Worksheets. Parts of a
Leaf Worksheets. About Us Contact Us. Leaf base Hypo-podium :. Usually it protects a small
bud in its axil. In many plants, it is not demarcated from the petiole. Some common types of leaf
bases found in angiosperms are given below. In some plants, e. In many plants the leaf base
expands into a sheath which partially or wholly clasps the stem. This sheathing leaf base is of
frequent occurrence among monocotyledons. The sheathing leaf base encloses the stem for
some distance above the node Fig. Some important examples are Zea mays, sugarcane, wheat,
banana etc. In banana, sheathing of many leafs jointly makes a stem like structure known as
false stem pseudostem. True stem of banana is an underground stem. In this type of leaf base,
the sheathing leaf base only partially encloses the stem Fig. In some plants petiole and leaf
base, both become broad, Hat and winged. These ensheath the upper part of node, e. Petiole is
the leaf stalk that pushes the lamina to secure proper sunlight. Leaves with petiole are known
as petiolate, while those without petiole are called sessile e. The petiole may be hollow in
papaya ; winged in citrus ; teadrillax in Nepenthus, Clematis ; spongy in Eichornia, Trapa. In
Australian acacia Acacia auricular form is and Parkinsonia petiole is modified into a leaf-like
structure called phyllode. Lamina or leaf blade is a thin, flat, green expanded part of the leaf.
The most prominent vein present in the middle of lamina running from its base to apex is called
mid rib. A number of lateral veins arise from the mid-rib which branch further to form veinlets.
The veins and vinelets not only support but also conduct water, minerals and food thought the
leaf. The upper ventral surface of lamina is called adaxial while lower dorsal surface is called
abaxial. Stipules are the lateral appendages of the leaf borne at its base. They are present in
many families of dicotyledons, but they are absent or very rare in monocotyledons. When these
stipules are present, the leaf is said to be stipulate and when absent exstipulate. Sometimes, as
in Cltioria, a small stipule may be present at the base of each leaflet. Such a small stipule is
otherwise known as a stipel. According to their shape, position, colour and size, stipules are of
the following kinds:. These are two free stipules, usually small and green in colour, borne on the
two sides of the leaf-base, as in China rose Hibiscus , cotton, etc. Two small and dry scales
arising laterally from the base of the leaf e. Desmodium gyrans, Desmodium gangeticum,
spergula etc. Sometimes the two lateral stipules grow along the petiole and remain adnate to it
giving the petiole winged appearance e. The two stipules arising in between the petioles of two
opposite leaves, e. These stipules are situated between the petiole and the axis, e. In some
plants, such as Polygonum and Rumex, the stipules form a sort of hollow tube around the stem
from the node upto a certain length of the internode. The scaly stipules which occur on ventral
side of petiole and enclose and protect the vegetative buds during early stages of development,
and fall-off soon after the leaf primordia enlarge and unfold, e. In some plants the stipules get
modified into spines, e. These are modified into tendrils. Usually one such stipules lies in each
side of the petiole e. The arrangement of veins and veinlets in the leaf lamina is called venation.

It is of two types â€” Reticulate and Parallel. Reticulate venation :. In this type, the veinlets form
a network in the lamina. It is the characteristic of most dicot leaves except Calophyllum. Some
monocots like Colocasia, Dioscorea and Smilex show reticulate venation. On the basis of
number of mid-rib main vein or costa , the reticulate venation is of two types:. In this type the
lamina has a single prominent mid-rib running from the base to the apex. When all the mid-ribs
diverge out from the leaf base but again converge towards the apex of the lamina e. Smilax,
Ziziphus, and Cinnamomum etc. When all the mid-ribs diverge out from the leaf base and do not
converge towards the apex, e. In this type, the veins arising from the mid-rib tend to run parallel
to each other and do not form a network. It is the characteristic of monocot leaves except
Smilax, Arisaema, and Dioscorea etc. In this type, lamina has a mid-rib in the centre. Lateral
veins come out perpendicular to the mid-rib, which run parallel to each other towards margin or
apex of lamina; the lateral veins do not anastamose, e. Here, the lamina has numerous equally
prominent veins arising from the tip of the petiole and running parallel towards the leaf apex or
laminatnargin. In this type, all mid-veins run parallel to each other from the base of lamina and
unite converge at the apex, e. A leaf is said to be simple when it consists of a single blade which
may be entire or incised and, therefore, lobed to any depth, but not down to the mid-rib or the
petiole. Mango, Cucurbita, Guava etc. When the direction of incision is towards the petiole, e. In
a compound leaf, the incision of the leaf-blade goes down to the mid-rib rachis or to the petiole
so that the leaf is broken up into a number of segments, called leaflets, these being free from
one another, i. A pinnately compound leaf is defined as the one in which the mid-rib, known as
the rachis bears laterally a number of leaflets, arranged alternately or in an opposite manner, as
in tamarind, gram, gold mohur, rain tree, senstivie, plant, gum tree Acacia , Cassia etc. It may be
of the following types:. When the mid-rib of the pinnately compound leaf directly bears the
leaflets, it is said to be unipinnate. In it the leaflets may be even in number paripinnate , as in
Cassia, Saraca B. Asok; H. Seeta-asok , Sesbania B. Lak phul; H. Agast , etc. The pinnate leaf is
said to be unifoliate, when it consists of only one leaflet, as in Desmo-dium gangeticunm:
bifoliate or unijugate one pair , when of two leaflets, as in Balanites fig. It may similarly be
quadrifoliate, pentafoliate or multifoliate, according as the leaflets are four, five or more in
number. When the compound leaf is twice pinnate, i. When the leaf is thrice pinnate, i. When the
leaf is more than thrice pinnate, it is said to be decompound, as in anise, carrot, coriander,
Cosmos etc. A palmately compound leaf is defined as the one in which the petiole bears
terminally, articulated to it, a number of leaflets which seem to be radiating from a common
point like fingers from the palm, as in silk cotton tree, lupin, Gynandropsis, etc. On the basis of
number to leaflet, a palmately compound leaf may be of the following types:. In this type only
one leaflet is attached on the apex of lamina, e. In the leaves of these plants leaflets are present
in primary stage, so palmate habit appears in these plants. In this type, two leaflets are present
on the apex of the petiole, e. In this type three leaflets are arranged on the apex of petiole, e. In
this type, four leaflets are present on the apex of petiole, e. In this type, more than four leaflets
are present on the apex of petiole, e. Top Menu BiologyDiscussion. Modifications of Leaves
Explained With Diagram. This is a question and answer forum for students, teachers and
general visitors for exchanging articles, answers and notes. Answer Now and help others.
Answer Now. Here's how it works: Anybody can ask a question Anybody can answer The best
answers are voted up and rise to the top. Sharing is caring - thank you for spreading the word!
As part of our leaves unit , I wanted my kids to become familiar with both leaf parts and leaf
shapes. But the joy of homeschooling is that I get to learn right alongside my kids! The kids cut
and paste the names of the leaf parts onto the diagram. There was some serious vocabulary
development going on while we did this activity! We laid them out on a small rug and discussed
the different shapes of the leaves. I worked with the kids to really hone in on the images they
were seeing and to describe them as richly as possible. We talked about leaves being thin vs.
Then I brought in a pile of leaves we had preserved , and we worked to match them to the leaf
shapes on our cards. Until we did this activity I had no idea there was such an expansive
vocabulary for describing leaf shapes. On my Botany Unit Study page, I have a section devoted
to all of the leaf activities we did during our leaves unit. There you will find lots of great activity
ideas and resources for teaching your kids about leaves. Thank you for providing your readers
with some wonderful resources to aid in our homeschooling journey. I wanted to ask, what age
are your kids now? I am thinking in particular of the leaf parts activity with the labels; should I
wait until she knows to read to do it, or is it worth it to do it anyhow and read the parts to her,
then revisit the activity when she knows how to read? My kids were 4 and 5 when we did our
leaf unit, and neither of them knew how to read at that time. When we did the activities I would
help by reading the labels for them. For the leaf parts activity with the labels, I would point to a
part on the leaf and tell my son what it was called, and he could identify the label based on the
initial sound of the word. In that way, I added a literacy dimension to the activity as well. Of

course, with an older child that knows how to read you could adjust the level of help you
provide. But to answer your question, no, I do not think children need to know how to read to do
these activities if there is an adult who can assist them. Even before they learn to read they can
develop the vocabulary to talk about the parts of the leaves, they can look at pictures showing
the shapes of the leaves, etc. Thanks for the insight! Your email address will not be published.
Home Start here Curious aboutâ€¦? Curious about me? Curious about Gift of Curiosity? This
post may contain affiliate ads at no cost to you. See my disclosures for more information. Don't
miss out! Comments Thank you for providing your readers with some wonderful resources to
aid in our homeschooling journey. Fabulous post! Wonderfully in-depth as usual; I will definitely
be doing some of these with my kindergartener. Thanks for any information! Yours, Mariana. We
will give these activities a try next week! Thank you for all your great content! Cheers Mariana.
We will try these activities this week. I love your blog. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Spread the word! Still Curious? Copyright Info All text, images,
logos, tag lines, etc. See my copyright page for more information. In many locations, fall leaves
are just beginning to reveal their beautiful colors. Invite your own kids to learn about the parts
of a leaf with a simple leaf project created with Wikki Stix. Hands-on creation and play makes
learning stick for kids. Gather your Wikki Stix for an educational and fun leaf project this fall or
anytime of the year! Materials needed:. Each of the parts of a leaf serve a specific purpose for
the leaf. The blade is the flat part of the leaf where photosynthesis occurs. There are various
shapes and sizes of leaf blades with different edges and vein patterns. The midrib is a thick vein
in the leaf that runs from the apex tip of the leaf to the base of the leaf. The midrib provides
support for the leaf and transports food, minerals, and water to the leaf. The veins shooting off
of the midrib of the leaf also provide transport for necessary nutrients, food, and water for the
leaf. The petiole stem of the leaf connects to the blade of the leaf and transports water and
carries food the leaf has made. The apex is the very tip of the leaf opposite of the petiole. The
apexes of leaves vary and help provide valuable information when identifying trees and plants.
Kids can remove the created leaf and re-design the leaf for future practice with parts of a leaf
and labeling. The Wikki Stix created parts of a leaf projects encourage playful learning and fine
motor skill at home or in the classroom any time of the year. For more ways to incorporate
science into everyday creation and play, please visit:. Download the Free Leaf Labels Here.
Created Parts of a Leaf Project for Kids! Previous Next. Created parts of a leaf project
directions: Print the parts of a leaf labels and template one for each child. Laminate the labels
and leaf template for durability. After discussion of the parts of a leaf, have kids cut out each of
the labels on the first page and set aside. Using assorted leaf colors of Wikki Stix, kids can
create their own leaf using the template as a guide second page of the printable file. Kids can
use Wikki Stix to place the labels in the corresponding areas of their created leaf see photo.
Wikki Stix is tacky and will adhere the labels to the template with fingertip pressure. Go to Top.
September 17, By Valerie Mcclintick 2 Comments. Parts of a Leaf Science Printables. Plus you
can even grab the clipart to design your own Fall leaf resources for your students. Find Fall Leaf
Printables Here. There are just so many changes going on in nature that children can really get
excited about science discovery. Your email address will not be published. I am a Christian
mother of four, with over years experience homeschooling in Southern Oregon. The resources
and products I create are designed to keep the prep to a minimum while also bringing a little
educational fun to your classroom. Join over , subscribers and receive our free teaching
newsletter! Join FREE today! Well, almost. It sure feels like Fall here in Southern Oregon. The
rain is back, and the trees are starting to turn colors. Fall is a great time to involve children with
hands on science projects. Today I have a fun set of printables you can use to study those
beautiful Fall Leaves! Looking for more?? Share: 2. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Footer I am a Christian mother of four, with over years
experience homeschooling in Southern Oregon. Simba has some big goals for ! Valentine's Day
Art Project for Kids! Simple, hand. Load More Follow on Instagram. A leaf is a flat, thin plant
organ that uses the sun to make its own food. In general leaves are green and use the chemical
called chlorophyll to trap energy from the sun. This process is known as Photosynthesis. The
energy is used to combine water from the soil and carbon dioxide gas from the air to make
sugar. Oxygen is released during this process a process called Respiration. The leaf acts
almost like a solar panel for attracting energy from the sun. Leaves are prominent in the human
diet as leaf vegetables like lettuce. You may not realize it but we eat some form of leaf almost
every dayâ€¦well I know I do! Most leaves are flat to increase absorption from the sun although
this is not always the case. The main flat area is called the blade or lamina. Not all leaves are flat
but most are. A simple leaf has an undivided blade. A compound leaf has a fully subdivided
blade with is separated by a main or secondary vein. A living thing that usually can produce its
own food, reproduces, and rarely is able to move by itself. Many although not all plants are

green and are part of our ecosystem. A plant is what the leave is attached to. Stems hold up
leaves to the light and keep fruits and flowers attached. They grow straight up, trail along the
ground, climb fences and trees or stay underground. The Roots â€” the roots are the plants
anchor and hold the plant firmly in the ground. Roots are also absorbers of water and minerals
from the soil. They also store minerals. There is awesome variety in leaf structure and some
may have all or few of the following parts. Small processes located to either side of the base of
the petiole are called the stipule. In some leaves there is no stipule for example. Nearly every
leaf has a leaf stalk. The leaf stalk is called the petiole. The petiole attaches to the stem at a
point called the leaf axil. Leaves can store food, water and minerals and these are transported
through the veins and stem. Epidermis â€” This is the outer layer of cells covering the leaf. It is
usually transparent and is waxy to prevent water loss. Mesophyll â€” This is the interior of the
leaf between upper and lower epidermis. This is where most of the photosynthesis occurs. The
Mesophyll is divided into two layers a The upper palisade layer which is tightly packed. Veins
â€” The blackish lines in the leaf blade are called veins. Veins lend support to the leaf tissue,
helping it keep its shape, just like the ribs in an umbrella. Veins also move substances within
the leaf, rather like the veins in our own bodies move blood. Chlorophyll is the chemical in
leaves that make them green in color. In spring and summer, when there is lots of sunlight, this
chemical absorbs energy from the sun and turns it into carbon dioxide and water into sugar and
starch. The other color of the leaves begin to show such as red, orange, yellow and gold. As the
leaf is changing colors, the stem is also changing. Where it is attached at the tree leaf axil the
cells supporting the leaf are cut. When the wind blows or if the stem is dry, the leaf falls to the
ground. Trees that lose there leaves after changing color are called deciduous trees for example
oak, maple, birch and elm. Leaves are the plants food factory. What are the types of leaves?
What is a plant? What are the parts of a plant? The plant is made up of three parts:
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Autumn. PreK - 2 nd. Activities , Printables , Montessori. Add to any science or fall unit with this
'parts of a leaf' worksheet! Students will be able to label the stem, vein, and blade of a leaf.
Students will love cutting and pasting to label the parts. Just print and use! Vocabulary ,
Science , Biology. PreK - 8 th. Activities , Flash Cards , Montessori. Tested on a 4year old.
Homeschool Curricula , Activities , Math Centers. Parts of a Maple Leaf. Add to any science or
fall unit with this 'parts of a maple leaf' worksheets! Students will be able to label the stem, vein,
and blade of a maple leaf. Just p. Digital Interactive Grammar Notebook Bundle: This resource
is appropriate for students in grades K-3 with varying levels of supportPlease note: All parts
may not apply to all grades, but can be used for differentiation within your classroom. Why
Digital Interactive Grammar? Make your grammar instructi. Grammar , Autumn , Winter.
Printables , Task Cards , Interactive Notebooks. Make learning about Trees and Leaves FUN and
hands on in your classroom using this science unit made just for little learners! Use a small
table or a small bookshelf to create an engaging science center full of hands on materials for
students to explore and investigate using the included printables,. English Language Arts ,
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students can write the plant part words, and one where students can write their own. English
Language Arts , Science , Spring. Activities , Fun Stuff , Printables. For distance learning and
teletherapy. The perfect interactive companion! Check t. Video lessons can be assigned in
Google Classroom, which allows students to continue learn. English Language Arts , Reading ,
Poetry. Activities , Interactive Notebooks. Morning work? End of the day wrap-up? Crazy 20
minutes in your schedule? This resource will fit in almost any part of your day for your kids to
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h Language Arts , Writing , Phonics. Need a creative bulletin board for Day of the Dead?
Imagine these spectacular Dia de los Muertos sugar skulls in your hallway along with one of the
two included writing prompts. Need a no fuss, last minute art sub plan? This art lesson is
perfect for elementary teachers wanting to learn how to paint. Context clues and vocabulary are

important can be FUN for you to teach and for students to learn! Let them practice with this fun
and engaging game that will make the skill of using context clues to determine meaning
something students WANT to do! Works great for literacy centers, small groups or ea. Parts of
Speech Bootcamp PowerPoint Lesson and Test Prep This 52 slide PowerPoint presentation
using a military theme presents and teaches all parts of speech noun, verb, adjective, pronoun,
adverb, conjunction, preposition, article, interjection. With each slide comes a definition of the
part o. PowerPoint Presentations , Test Prep. Keep in Touch! Sign Up.

